2015 foals will be eligible to compete for a purse of $9,000.00 in 2020
2010 foals compete this year for $9,000.00

For more information contact:
Gail Bridgeman: 204-826-2060 or Debbie Fenty: 204-567-3561
1. TERMS OF THE SALE ARE CASH. All buyers paying by check must have 2 pieces of identification. Bank draft, money orders or cash preferred from out of province buyers.

2. The highest bidder is to be the buyer. If any dispute arises between or among 2 or more bidders, the auctioneer reserves the right to settle the dispute as he see fit, and his decision is final. THE AUCTIONEER RESERVES THE RIGHT TO REJECT ANY OR ALL BIDS.

3. Immediately after the HORSE IS SOLD, IT WILL BE THE SOLE RISK AND RESPONSIBILITY OF THE BUYER THEREOF—BUT POSSESSION OF THE HORSE CAN NOT BE OBTAINED UNTIL PAYMENT IN FULL HAS BEEN MADE.

4. Title of and risk of LOSS passes to the BUYER when the animal is announced “SOLD” by the auctioneer. Effective from the time of purchase, the buyer assumes responsibility of the maintenance and care of the animal and agrees to care for such animal in accordance with approved husbandry practices and the stabling policies of the NAERIC Barrels of Cash Horse Sale. The buyer further agrees to indemnify and hold the NAERIC Barrels of Cash Horse Sale harmless from all loss, cost and expenses arising from illness, injury or death of persons caused by the buyer, the buyers agent or employees, or by the animal subsequent to the time of purchase.

5. Buyer is responsible for all transfer fees.

6. Purchasers who fail in any respect whatsoever to pay for horses shall be declared in default. Any horse purchased by a defaulter may be resold at public or private sale without notice for purchasers account, cost of such resale to be Bourne by defaulter. Should such resale fail to satisfy the defaulters account in full, defaulter shall pay forthwith to the NAERIC Barrels of Cash Horse Sale the amount owing; failing which, the undersigned may bring suit against defaulter. The purchaser shall be responsible for all costs including attorney fees, incurred by the NAERIC Barrels of Cash Horse Sale, in collection of amounts owing for the horses purchased, or in enforcement or interpretation of this condition of sale.

7. If any person shall purchase a lot and not pay for it as prescribed above, nothing shall prevent the auctioneer or the owner from compelling the purchaser to pay for it if the auctioneer or seller shall so deem fit.

8. The auctioneer may decline any bid made by parties who have defaulted in former purchase, or by persons who, in his/her judgment are not responsible bidders.

9. If buyer pays by check, the NAERIC Barrels of Cash Horse Sale will mail all registration papers directly to the buyer after the check has cleared.

10. Horses have not been Coggins tested unless stated otherwise in the catalogue. Costs associated with exporting horses will be bourne by the buyer.

11. The accuracy of all information on the catalogue papers is the total responsibility of the consignor. Consignors shall have the affirmative duty to examine the catalogue papers on which horses consigned to him appear, prior to the sale and report any inaccuracies to the auctioneer so that appropriate announcements can be made at the time of the sale. Comments on sale day will hold preferences over any comments made in the catalogue.

12. The sales management, auctioneers, and employees act as agent for the seller, but assume no liability for either buyer or seller. Any representations made by the sales management are made on behalf of the seller.

13. All persons who attend the sale do so at their own risk and sale management assumes no liability for any accident, or for loss by fire, theft or injury in any manner. Buyers and spectators are cautioned to be careful while on the grounds and particularly while horses are being shown or sold in the sales ring and while buyers are examining horses before and during the sale.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

14. All known defects made known to the sale management will be announced before each horse is started. Auctioneers, NAERIC Barrels of Cash and their employees take no responsibility for the soundness, merchantability or fitness for any purpose of any horse being offered in this sale.

15. There is no guarantee of any horse sold in this sale, except when the owner makes a specific guarantee. In such case RIGHT OF RECOURSE must be directed to the seller.

16. Buyers must report to THE WHEAT CITY STAMPEDE office immediately after payment for the horse has been made to make stabling arrangements for the rest of the weekend if the foal is not being removed directly after the sale.

17. All horses must be sold through the NAERIC Barrels of Cash Sale to be eligible for the NAERIC Barrels of Cash Futurity in the 5th year from this sale.

19. All horses will be micro chipped and recorded.

RELY SOLELY ON YOUR EXAMINATION OF HORSES PRIOR TO PURCHASING
CONSIGNOR INDEX

BRIDGEMAN LAND & LIVESTOCK LTD.  LOT #: 1, 7, 13, 19, 25, 29, 32
KIRK & GAIL BRIDGEMAN
TYLER & KRISTY GILCHRIST
BOX 148, RAPID CITY, MB R0K 1W0
PH: 204.826.2060
krb@goinet.ca | www.bridgemanhorses.com

D5 PERFORMANCE HORSES  LOT #: 3, 9, 15, 21, 27, 31
DEAN & DEB FENTY & FAMILY
BOX 21, MINIOTA, MB R0M 1M0
PH: 204.567.3561
debfenty@mts.net  www.d5qhorses.com

DAC FARMS  LOT #: 4, 10, 16, 22, 28
DUNCAN CAMPBELL & CATHY GERRAND
BOX 1229, VIRDEN, MB R0M 2C0
PH: 204.748.2240
campbell@dacfarms.net | www.dacfarms.net

DIAMOND K RANCH  LOT #: 6, 12, 18, 24
JOHN & BERNICE KING / TOM & JEAN
BOX 28, CORNING, SK S0G 0T0
PH: 306.224.4288
j.bk@sasktel.net | www.diamondk.ca

K&J BRIDGEMAN  LOT #: 2, 8, 14, 20, 26, 30
KEVIN & JULIE BRIDGEMAN
BOX 356, BINSAROTH, MB
PH: 204.847.2112
kjbridgeman@inetlink.ca | www.kjbridgeman.com

K&R STUART  LOT #: 5, 11, 17, 23
KELLY & RUBY STUART
BOX 37, ERIKSDALE, MB R0C 0W0
PH: 204.739.2119
mgstuart@mts.net | www.krstuart.com

LITTLE VALLEY QUARTER HORSES
GREG & FAYE LITTLE
BOX 2A9, DECKER, MB R0M 0K0
PH: 204.562.3504
onlygoldinvitation@hotmail.com | www.littlevalleyqh.com

MOOSE MOUNTAIN QUARTER HORSES
ROBERT & LOIS BRICKLEY
BOX 26, KENNEDY, SK S0C 2R0
PH: 306.538.4312
blbrickley@sasktel.net | www.moosemountainranch.com
The Divisions will be based on:

Payout

1D 80% of the $9,000.00 purse = $7,200.00
1st place 50% - $3,600.00
2nd place 30% - $2,160.00
3rd place 20% - $1,440.00

2D 20% of the $9,000.00 purse = $1,800.00
1st place 50% - $900.00
2nd place 30% - $540.00
3rd place 20% - $360.00

Only foals in their 5 year old year sold through the NAERIC Barrels of Cash sale are eligible to compete. To be eligible for the 5 year old Futurity the horse must NEVER have competed in ANY barrel race, including AQHA shows, play days, novice horse events, derbies, rodeos etc. prior to December 01 of the previous year.

Riders may be of all ages and gender.—Rider substitution will be accepted until race time—change of rider must be made known to the office prior to race time.

Inhumane treatment will not be tolerated and will result in disqualification.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

All horses will be scanned for their microchip number. If the microchip number cannot be found, horses will be inspected to make sure that they match their registration identification papers. If they do not match they will be disqualified.

Order of go will be drawn for. Accommodations will be made for those who are riding multiple horses.

Contestant will be issued a rerun at the end of the race if the timer malfunctions and if a barrel is knocked in the first run the same penalty will be applied to the 2nd run.

A tipped barrel will be accessed a 5 second penalty.

A broken pattern will result in a no time.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

All horses will be scanned for their microchip number. If the microchip number cannot be found, horses will be inspected to make sure that they match their registration identification papers. If they do not match they will be disqualified.

Order of go will be drawn for. Accommodations will be made for those who are riding multiple horses.

Contestant will be issued a rerun at the end of the race if the timer malfunctions and if a barrel is knocked in the first run the same penalty will be applied to the 2nd run.

A tipped barrel will be accessed a 5 second penalty.

A broken pattern will result in a no time.

There will be no reruns given if a horse falls, is pulled up by the rider, or if there is a malfunction of the rider's equipment.

A maximum of 3 gate calls will be given, after that you will be disqualified.

Contestants must be dressed in Western Attire (western jeans, western boots, long sleeve shirts with cuffs and collars and cowboy hat)

In the case of a tie, prize money will be split.

The NAERIC Barrels of Cash will be run on a 2D system with the top 3 placing’s paid in each division. If all horses run in the 1st D then payout will be extended to 6 placing’s.

The Divisions will be based on the fastest time out of 2 runs with a 1 second split.

If only one horse returns to the competition they will receive 100% of the purse. (They must run the pattern and have a qualified time)

If 2 horses return the purse will be split 60/40. (They must both run the pattern and have a qualified time.)

Prize money cheques will be made payable to the person listed as the registered owner of the horse. (No exceptions)

Completion of the entry form will indicate acceptance of all Rules and Regulations governing this event.

Any questions or disputes which may arise during the course of the event not covered by the above rules will be decided and settled by the committee whose decision is final.

The Divisions will be based on:

Payout

1D 80% of the $9,000.00 purse = $7,200.00
1st place 50%- $3,600.00
2nd place 30%- $2,160.00
3rd place 20%- $1,440.00

2D 20% of the $9,000.00 purse = $1,800.00
1st place 50%-$900.00
2nd place 30%- $540.00
3rd place 20%- $360.00

RULES & REGULATIONS
NAERIC BARRELS OF CASH FUTURITY

1. Only foals in their 5 year old year sold through the NAERIC Barrels of Cash sale are eligible to compete. To be eligible for the 5 year old Futurity the horse must NEVER have competed in ANY barrel race, including AQHA shows, play days, novice horse events, derbies, rodeos etc. prior to December 01 of the previous year.
2. Riders may be of all ages and gender—Rider substitution will be accepted until race time—change of rider must be made known to the office prior to race time.
3. Inhumane treatment will not be tolerated and will result in disqualification.
4. Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.
5. All horses will be scanned for their microchip number. If the microchip number cannot be found, horses will be inspected to make sure that they match their registration identification papers. If they do not match they will be disqualified.
6. Order of go will be drawn for. Accommodations will be made for those who are riding multiple horses.
7. Contestant will be issued a rerun at the end of the race if the timer malfunctions and if a barrel is knocked in the first run the same penalty will be applied to the 2nd run.
8. A tipped barrel will be accessed a 5 second penalty.
9. A broken pattern will result in a no time.
10. There will be no reruns given if a horse falls, is pulled up by the rider, or if there is a malfunction of the rider's equipment.
11. A maximum of 3 gate calls will be given, after that you will be disqualified.
12. Contestants must be dressed in Western Attire (western jeans, western boots, long sleeve shirts with cuffs and collars and cowboy hat)
13. In the case of a tie, prize money will be split.
14. The NAERIC Barrels of Cash will be run on a 2D system with the top 3 placing’s paid in each division. If all horses run in the 1st D then payout will be extended to 6 placing’s.
15. The Divisions will be based on the fastest time out of 2 runs with a 1 second split.
16. If only one horse returns to the competition they will receive 100% of the purse. (They must run the pattern and have a qualified time)
17. If 2 horses return the purse will be split 60/40. (They must both run the pattern and have a qualified time.)
18. Prize money cheques will be made payable to the person listed as the registered owner of the horse. (No exceptions)
19. Completion of the entry form will indicate acceptance of all Rules and Regulations governing this event.
20. Any questions or disputes which may arise during the course of the event not covered by the above rules will be decided and settled by the committee whose decision is final.
Futurity Race

1st go Thursday afternoon, Oct 22nd, 2015
2nd go between long go and short of the Todd Stiles Memorial Race Oct 23rd, 2015

Held at the
Westoba Agriculture Center of Excellence
Purse of $9,000.00
LOT 1 - FILLY
MONEYS SWEET HEART

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 30, 2015  COLOR: RED DUN  REG NO.: 5664667
CONSIGNOR: BRIDGEMAN LAND & LIVESTOCK LTD.

ON THE MONEY RED  BENNIES BIG RED
MRH FANCY MONEY  DOLLY PRIEST
REGAL FANCY FAVORITE  REGAL RACER JET
OLE HEART THROB  MISTY SCOOTER MAX
BB OLE BUTTERFLY  THE OLE MAN
RH APACHE BUTTERFLY  LOVE HISTORY

PRETTY WELL BUILT FILLY. MRH FANCY MONEY HAS SIRED 1D BARREL HORSES, RODEO MONEY EARNERS AND FUTURITY WINNERS. BB OLE BUTTERFLY GOES BACK TO THE MULTIPLE WORLD CHAMPION ROPE HORSE APACHE BLUE BOY. THIS FILLY IS ATHLETIC WITH A GREAT DISPOSITION. CBHI ELIGIBLE, NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED. www.bridgemanhorses.com

LOT 2 - COLT
KICKNUPTHEDUST

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 6, 2015  COLOR: BAY  REG NO.: XXXXXXX
CONSIGNOR: K & J BRIDGEMAN (KEVIN & JULIE BRIDGEMAN)

SHAZOOM  TAKIN ON THE CASH
SECRET ZOOM  KEEP ON SHINING
MEXICAN SECRET  JODY O TOOLE
JU N BADGE  RUNAWAY SECRET
OKS DAKOTA BADGER  PEPPY BADGE OLENA
WAKOPA SUPER GOOD  PAMELA JUJOS JOY
DAKOTA DOC MOSE  WAKOP SUPER THREE

GOOD LOOKING BAY COLT WITH LOTS OF POWER AND EYE APPEAL. THIS COLT IS THE PERFECT CROSS OF RUNNING BRED ON COWBRED. LOTS OF POTENTIAL TO KICK UP THE DUST AROUND THE BARREL OR CHASING A STEER. DAKOTA BADGER IS THE DAM TO RANCH HORSES AND BARREL OF CASH PROSPECTS. SECRET ZOOM IS A MONEY EARNING HEAD HORSE AND HE HAS HIS ROM IN RACING.
LOT 3 - COLT
DF BADAZ FROST

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 28, 2015  COLOR: PALOMINO  REG NO.: 5665565
CONSIGNOR: DS PERFORMANCE HORSES

SUNFROST  DOCS JACK FROST  PRISSY CLINE
PC SIR AZURE FROST
BUNNY BET  NEW DECADE  DOUBLES FIRST
WHOS BAD  ON A HIGH  GO FANCY LADY
PEEKERS PRIDE
CURTAINS PEEKER  CURTAIN KING  CENTAGOO

DESCRIPTION: PRETTY PALOMINO COLT, PC SIR AZURE FROST IS THE SIRE OF BOTH MRCA AND HRA 2014 BARREL HORSES OF THE YEAR, HIS OFFSPRING ARE RUNNING BARRELS FROM ALBERTA TO QUEBEC. THEY HAVE PROVEN TO BE SUCCESSFUL NOT ONLY IN THE BARREL RACING BUT ALSO IN BULL DOGGING AND ROPING EVENTS. PEEKERS PRIDE si 95 WITH A RACING ROM AND SUPERIOR RACE HORSE. HER SIRE WHOS BAD si 103 RACE ROM SUPERIOR RACE HORSE. CBHI ELIGIBLE AND NAERIC ENROLLED. www.d5qhorses.com

LOT 4 - COLT
DACS MISTER LAZER

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 12, 2015  COLOR: SORREL  REG NO.: 5661722
CONSIGNOR: DAC FARMS DUNCAN CAMPBELL & CATHY GERRAND

JACS LITTLE LENA  DOLLS UNION JAC  LITTLE FANNY OLENA
DOUBLE JAC MOON
MY SUNDAY MOON  LATE MOON  MY SADBIRD
SNIFTERS BOY  SNIFTERS PRIDE  LITTLE POCO JANE
SQ MIS SNITTY
KANSAS CAT MISS  KANSAS AT TWIST  VEL REED

DESCRIPTION: NICE BAY COLT WITH A GREAT COMBINATION OF BLOODLINES, MY SUNDAY MOON 2X MRCA CHAMPION, 2X CCA RUNNER UP AND DAM OF BIDS OF LAZER SBRA CHAMPION, CCA MONEY EARNER AND MRCA QUALIFIER. ON THE DAM SIDE GOES BACK TO THE GREAT KANSAS CAT HORSES, VERY SUCCESSFUL HORSES IN THE BARREL PEN. CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE www.dacfarms.net
LOT 5 - COLT
COOSA IMA PISTOL

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 28, 2015  COLOR: PALOMINO  REG NO.: 5664280
CONSIGNOR: K & R STUART

TWO PAGE PISTOL
TWO FOX HOLLY
RIBBON PAGE
THREE DUBLOONS
MEMORIES SUNSET
TWO PAGE ICEMAN
HEIDI CHICK
MR HOLLYWOOD ZIPPER
BECOOSA SHEZA ZIPPER
COOSA IMA CUTIE
ZIPO PINE BAR
SONNYS FLIRT
CAPITAL COOSA
TRIPPERS IMIDGE

DESCRIPTION: “TWO PAGE PISTOL” IS THE SIRE OF CFR TIE DOWN
ROPPING CHAMPION OF THE YEAR AND OF CUTTING CHAMPIONS.
THREE DUBLOONS BARREL POINT EARNER. “BECOOSA SHEZA ZIPPER” HAS A 2016 BARRELS OF CASH ENTRY OUT THERE THAT
HAS BEEN DESCRIBED AS “HAVING A BIG ENGINE”.

LOT 6 - FILLY
JT FROSTED

DATE OF BIRTH: JUNE 10, 2015  COLOR: BAY ROAN  REG NO.: PENDING
CONSIGNOR: DIAMOND K RANCH

PEPINICS SMOKIN GUN
PEPINICS MASTER
PEPINIC
JT PEPS GUN SMOKE
PEPINIC
JOSAN BAR QUEEN
SUPER TRADER BAR
JOSAN MCQUEEN
MITO MAJOR FORCE
MAJORS MEYERS
MITOTTAFORCIT
MAJORS FROSTED SUGAR
GRAY SUGAR SNAP
FROSTED CARRIE
SUGAR TIME ROCKET

DESCRIPTION: THIS FILLY HAS SIZE, BALANCE, EYE APPEAL, AND
THAT STANDOUT BAY ROAN COLOUR. HER PEDIGREE IS THE
COMBINATION OF COWHORE AND RUNNING BLOODLINES WHICH IS
THE RECIPE FOR SUCCESS. SHOULD MATURE ABOUT 15HH.
**LOT 7 - FILLY**

**EYEFULL OF CASH**

*DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 6, 2014*  
*COLOR: SORREL*  
*REG NO.: 5664835*

**CONSIGNOR:** BRIDGEMAN LAND & LIVESTOCK LTD.

**DESCRIPTION:** OUTSTANDING FILLY WITH AN OUTSTANDING PEDIGREE. DOUBLE BRED DASH FOR CASH. FULL BROTHER WAS THE HIGH SELLER AT LAST YEARS BARRELS OF CASH SALE. WELL BUILT ATHLETIC FILLY. CBHI ELIGIBLE AND NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED.

www.bridgemanhorses.com

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MR. EYE OPENER</th>
<th>DASH FOR CASH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BRAYS EYE FULL</td>
<td>BEDAWEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAYS FIRST LADY</td>
<td>FIRST DOWN KELLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH SAINT</td>
<td>DASH FOR CASH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB BAR MAID</td>
<td>COUNTRY MAMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB DUNCANS COWGIRL</td>
<td>DUNCANS CANDY MAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>POCO OWGIRL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LOT 8 - FILLY**

**MY SECRET CHARM**

*DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 23, 2015*  
*COLOR: BAY*  
*REG NO.: X0713035*

**CONSIGNOR:** K & J BRIDGEMAN (KEVIN & JULIE BRIDGEMAN)

**DESCRIPTION:** SUPER PRETTY FILLY WITH A SWEET MIND. A BEDUINO CHARMER IS THE DAM TO ROPE HORSES. SECRET ZOOM IS A GOOD MINDED ROM RACE EARNER AND A MONEY EARNING HEAD HORSE IN THE TEAM ROPING EVENTS. THIS FILLY IS BRED TO RUN....DON'T MISS HER.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHAZOOM</th>
<th>TAKIN ON THE CASH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SECRET ZOOM</td>
<td>KEEP ON SHINING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEXICAN SECRET</td>
<td>JODY O TOOLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGHTFULLY A BEDUINO</td>
<td>RUNAWAY SECRET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A BEDUINO CHARMER</td>
<td>RIGHTFULLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HORIZONS CHARM</td>
<td>HONOR BEDUINO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NORTHERN HORIZON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALOOF CHARM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**LOT 9 - FILLY**

**DF FROSTY MONEY**

**DATE OF BIRTH:** MAY 27, 2015  
**COLOR:** PALOMINO  
**REG NO.:** 5665269  
**CONSIGNOR:** D5 PERFORMANCE HORSES

**DESCRIPTION:** PRETTY CORRECT FILLY, PC SIR AZURE FROST IS THE SIRE OF BOTH MRCA AND HRA 2014 BARREL HORSES OF THE YEAR, HIS OFFSPRING ARE RUNNING BARRELS FROM ALBERTA TO QUEBEC. THEY HAVE PROVEN TO BE SUCCESSFUL NOT ONLY IN THE BARREL RACING BUT ALSO IN BULL DOGGING AND ROPING EVENTS. TRAINABLE AND WILLING. CBHI ELIGIBLE AND NAERIC ENROLLED. [www.d5qhorses.com](http://www.d5qhorses.com)

**DATE OF BIRTH:** MAY 27, 2015  
**COLOR:** PALOMINO  
**REG NO.:** 5665269  
**CONSIGNOR:** D5 PERFORMANCE HORSES

**DESCRIPTION:** STOUT FILLY WITH A GREAT COMBINATION OF BLOODLINES. SIRE IS A STOUT GREY STALLION WITH A TERRIFIC MIND AND HAS THE GREAT BARREL SIRE BUGS ALIVE IN ’75 RIGHT ON HIS PAPERS. DAMS SIDE HAS FOUNDATION BLOODLINES FOR A GREAT COMBINATION OF RUN AND RATE. CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AT [www.dacfarms.net](http://www.dacfarms.net)

**LOT 10 - MARE**

**DAC S BUGS A ROMEO**

**DATE OF BIRTH:** APRIL 16, 2015  
**COLOR:** SORREL  
**REG NO.:** 5660633  
**CONSIGNOR:** DAC FARMS/DUNCAN CAMPBELL AND CATHY GERRAND

**DESCRIPTION:** STOUT FILLY WITH A GREAT COMBINATION OF BLOODLINES. SIRE IS A STOUT GREY STALLION WITH A TERRIFIC MIND AND HAS THE GREAT BARREL SIRE BUGS ALIVE IN ’75 RIGHT ON HIS PAPERS. DAMS SIDE HAS FOUNDATION BLOODLINES FOR A GREAT COMBINATION OF RUN AND RATE. CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AT [www.dacfarms.net](http://www.dacfarms.net)

**DATE OF BIRTH:** APRIL 16, 2015  
**COLOR:** SORREL  
**REG NO.:** 5660633  
**CONSIGNOR:** DAC FARMS/DUNCAN CAMPBELL AND CATHY GERRAND

**DESCRIPTION:** STOUT FILLY WITH A GREAT COMBINATION OF BLOODLINES. SIRE IS A STOUT GREY STALLION WITH A TERRIFIC MIND AND HAS THE GREAT BARREL SIRE BUGS ALIVE IN ’75 RIGHT ON HIS PAPERS. DAMS SIDE HAS FOUNDATION BLOODLINES FOR A GREAT COMBINATION OF RUN AND RATE. CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AT [www.dacfarms.net](http://www.dacfarms.net)
LOT 11 - COLT
EASILY A PISTOL

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 6, 2015  COLOR: PALOMINO  REG NO.: 5661719
CONSIGNOR: K & R STUART

TWO PAGE PISTOL  RIBBON PAGE
TWO PAGEICEMAN  TWO FOX HOLLY
HEIDI CHICK  THREE DUBLOONS
MR HOLLYWOOD ZIPPER  MEMORIES SUNSET
LAND BEFRORE ZIPPERS  ZIPPO PINE BAR
LAMITOS EASY ECHO  SONNYS FLIRT

DESCRIPTION: “TWO PAGE PISTOL” IS THE SIRE OF CFR TIE DOWN
ROPING CHAMPION OF THE YEAR AND OF CUTTING CHAMPIONS.
THREE DUBLOONS BARREL POINT EARNER. “ALAMITOS EASY ECHO”
– PRODUCER OF NISC CIRCUIT HI-PT BARREL RACING CHAMPION.
“GOLDEN ECHO BAR” – RENOWN FOR HIS MATERNAL SIRING
ABILITIES (OVER 100,000. IN EARNINGS) & THE QUALITY OF MIND &
TRAINABILITY THAT HIS GENETICS CONTRIBUTE.

LOT 12 - COLT
JT PEPS SMOKIN

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 27, 2015  COLOR: SORREL  REG NO.: PENDING
CONSIGNOR: DIAMOND K RANCH

PEPINICS MASTER  MASTER REMEDT
PEPINICS SMOKIN GUN  PEPINIC
MISS LENA JOSE  SMOKIN JOSE
TALLYMINE  LENA DOC BAR
JT DEUCES WILD  MAJOR LEAGUE SOLANOS
TRADER SUPER DEUCE  TALLYS LOLLIPOP
SUPER TRADER BAR
SUPER DEUCE

DESCRIPTION: THIS COLT LOOKS LIKE AN ATHLETE BIG AND STRONG,
HE SHOULD MATURE 15HH PLUS. WITH HIS PEDIGREE FULL OF
PERFORMANCE BLOODLINES AND TRAINABLE MINDS HE IS ONE TO
LOOK FOR.
LOT 13 - COLT
MONEYS ROCKET

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 11, 2015  
COLOR: SORREL  
REG NO.: 5667264  
CONSIGNOR: BRIDGEMAN LAND & LIVESTOCK LTD.

ON THE MONEY RED  BENNIE'S BIG RED
MRH FANCY MONEY  DOLLY PRIEST
REGAL FANCY FAVORITE  REGAL RACER JET
DASHING VAL  MISTER SCOOTER MAX
MARIMAY  DASH FOR CASH
CHICKS SUSANNAH  AUDRA DO
CHICKS BEDUINO  SUSANNAH DAS

DESCRIPTION: WELL BRED COLT. EASY TO WORK WITH. LOTS OF RUN IN HIS PEDIGREE. ON THE MONEY RED AND DASH FOR CASH, TWO OF THE ALL TIME LEADING BARREL HORSE SIRES. KRISTY AND TYLER HAVE BEEN RIDING AND TRAINING LOTS OF BOOMERS OFFSPRING. THEY ARE ATHLETIC AND TALENTED. CBHI ELIGIBLE, NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED.  www.bridgemanhorses.com

LOT 14 - COLT
BAZOOMGA

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 2, 2015  
COLOR: BAY  
REG NO.: PENDING  
CONSIGNOR: K & J BRIDGEMAN (KEVIN & JULIE)

SHAZOOM  TAKIN ON THE CASH
SECRET ZOOM  KEEP ON SHINING
MEXICAN SECRET  JODY O TOOLE
SONITAS REYSON  RUNAWAY SECRET
LEOLEE REYSON  SONITAS LAST
LEOLEE JACK TWO  REINA REY RED
BARON JACK TWO
JACKIE LEOLEE

DESCRIPTION: SHARP LOOKING BAY COLT WITH LOTS OF POWER. THIS COLT IS THE PERFECT CROSS OF RUNNING BRED ON COWBRED. LOT'S OF POTENTIAL. SONITAS REYSON IS THE SIRE TO BARREL HORSES, ROPE HORSES AND COW HORSES...SECRET ZOOM IS A ROM RACE EARNER AND MONEY EARNER AS A HEAD HORSE. THIS IS THE COLT YOU WANT TO RIDE IN THE FUTURE.
LOT 15 - FILLY
DF MISS FANCY WHISKEY

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 07, 2015  COLOR: SORREL  REG NO.: 5665584
CONSIGNOR: D5 PERFORMANCE HORSES

PADDY'S IRISH WHISKEY  PEPPYS SAN BADGER
EDS LITTLE WHISKEY  DOCS STARLIGHT
CHEX N APRIL  DOC 0 DYNAMITE
PC SIR AZURE FROST  BUENO CHEX SHARON
TCR MISS FANCY FROST AAA
GOOD FANCY FACE  IMA GOOD CATCH

DESCRIPTION: SUPER FILLY WITH LOTS OF EYE APPEAL AND ATHLETIC. HER DAM TCR MISS FANCY FROST IS AAA. PROVEN BLOODLINES TOP AND BOTTOM THE BEST OF BOTH PERFORMANCE BREED AND ON THE TRACK. PC SIR AZURE FROST FIRE SIRE OF BARREL HORSE, STEER WRESTLING AND ROPING HORSES IN ALBERTA, SASKATCHEWAN, MANITOBA, ONTARIO AND QUEBEC. CBHI ELIGIBLE AND NAERIC ENROLLED. www.d5qhorses.com

LOT 16 - COLT
DAC FARMS BUGGIN ON CRIME

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 06, 2015  COLOR: SORREL  REG NO.: X0717792
CONSIGNOR: DAC FARMS Duncan Campbell/Cathy Gerrand

CRIMEWAVE  FIRST DOWN DASH
STREAKIN CRIME  ANOTHERIA
MISS LENA JOSE  DASHING LA JOLLA
DOLLS DOUBLE JAC  GLITTER GALOR
JT TALLY'S GHOST  DOLLS UNION JAC
PEPPYS OVER BUGST  DOLLS FANCY JAC
BLACK SAN HOLLYWOOD
TWO BLUE JILL

DESCRIPTION: FLASHY SORREL STALLION. CRIMEWAVE HAS SIRED FUTURITY, DERBY, RODEO CHAMPIONS AND AN N.F.R. QUALIFIER COMBINED WITH FOUNDATION WORKING BLOODLINES ON THE DAM'S SIDE. CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AT www.dacfarms.net
LOT 17 - COLT
MY PISTOL PAYS BACK

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 20, 2015  COLOR: PALOMINO  REG NO.: PENDING
CONSIGNOR: K & R STUART

TWO PAGE PISTOL  RIBBON PAGE
TWO PAGE ICEMAN  TWO FOX HOLLY
HEIDI CHICK  THREE DUBLOONS
PAY ME BACK  MEMORIES SUNSET
SILVER CROWNED CHICK  CROWNED ROYAL
SAN TESCHER DEE  HONEY WINDS

COLOR: BAY ROAN
REG NO.: PENDING

DESCRIPTION: “TWO PAGE PISTOL” IS THE SIRE OF CFR TIE DOWN ROPE CHAMPION OF THE YEAR AND OF CUTTING CHAMPIONS. THREE DUBLOONS BARREL POINT EARNER. “SILVER CROWNED CHICK” HAS PROVEN SPEED IN HER PEDIGREE AND IS A 3 X PROVEN PRODUCER WITH ONE WINNING A MULTITUDE OF OPEN SHOW BARREL RACING EVENTS & RODEO AND ANOTHER COMPETING IN POLO.

LOT 18 - COLT
JT IMA CADILLAC

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 9, 2015  COLOR: BAY ROAN  REG NO.: PENDING
CONSIGNOR: DIAMOND K RANCH

PEPINICS SMOKIN GUN  PEPINICS MASTER
PEPINIC
JT PEPS GUN SMOKE  PEPINICS
JOSAN BAR QUEEN  MASTER
SUPER TRADER BAR
JOSAN MCQUEEN
COWBOYS STAR CADILLAC  BILL OAK STAR
SHES A CACTUS
PRINCESS COWGIRL STAR  TECLUSIVE
CLUSIVES PRINCESS  PRINCESS PEPPY TWO

COLOR: BAY ROAN
REG NO.: PENDING

DESCRIPTION: THIS COLT HAS THE LOOK THAT TURNS HEADS, A VERY COMPLETE PACKAGE. HIS PEDIGREE IS PACKED FULL OF PERFORMANCE, SHOULD MATURER 15HH, OPPORTUNITY IS KNOCKING DON’T LET THIS OUTSTANDING PROSPECT PASS YOU BY.
LOT 19 - COLT
EYES SMOOTH DOC

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 17, 2015  COLOR: SORREL  REG NO.: X0718174
CONSIGNOR: BRIDGEMAN LAND & LIVESTOCK LTD.

MR. EYE OPENER  DASH FOR CASH
BRAYS EYE FULL  BEDAWEE
BRAYS FIRST LADY  FIRST DOWN KELLY
HA CHAIRMANS PROPHET  IM CHAIRMAN
MARTHAS STARLIGHT  PEPPY REY JEAN
MARTHAS SMOOTH  MARTHAS SIX MOONS

DESCRIPTION: WELL BUILT CORRECT COLT. MR. EYE OPENER SI 106 IS ONE OF THE ALL TIME LEADING SIRES OF MONEY EARNERS WITH OVER 25 MILLION IN EARNINGS. HIS DAM CARRIES THE BLOODLINES OF MARTHA SIX MOONS AND GRAYS STARLIGHT. LOTS OF RUN AND TURN IN THIS COLTS PEDIGREE. CBHI ELIGIBLE AND NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED. www.bridgemanhorses.com

LOT 20 - FILLY
ZSA ZOOM

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 27, 2014  COLOR: BAY  REG NO.: PENDING
CONSIGNOR: K & J BRIDGEMAN (KEIN & JULIE)

SHAZOOM  TAKIN ON THE CASH
SECRET ZOOM  KEEP ON SHINING
MEXICANS SECRET  JODY O TOOLE
ZANS HOT SPUR  RUNAWAY SECRET
ZAN PARMOON  ZAN PARR BAR
DIAMOND E MANDY  CASS’ JODI

DESCRIPTION: THEY DID IT AGAIN..ANOTHER SUPER NICE FOAL WITH LOTS OF POWER. THIS FILLY IS THE PERFECT CROSS OF RUNNING BRED ON COWBRED. ZAN PARMOON IS THE DAM TO A MONEY EARNER IN THE VERSATILITY RANCH HORSE PROGRAM AND THE DAM MONEY EARNERS IN THE BARREL PEN AND BARREL OF CASH PROSPECTS. HER FIRST ONE RUNS IN 2015. SECRET ZOOM IS A GOOD MINDED ROM RACE EARNER AND A MONEY EARNER IN THE TEAM ROPE EVENTS.
LOT 21 - FILLY
DF FROSTY DASH

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 30, 2015  COLOR: PALOMINO  REG NO.: 5665566

CONSIGNOR: D5 PERFORMANCE HORSES

SUN FROST  DOCS JACK FROST  PRISSY CLINE
PC SIR AZURE FROST  NEW DECADE  DOUBLES FIRST
BUNNY BET  FIRST DOWN DASH  KELLYS COFFER
FIRST DOWN KELLY  BE A DOCTOR ROCKET  BE A PROSPECT
DOCTORS TOUCHDOWN  THE DOCTORS ROCKET

DESCRIPTION: PC SIR AZURE FROST SIRE OF, SIRE OF MONEY EARNERS IN BARRELS, STEER WRESTLING, AND ROPOING EVENTS, SUNFROST HAS ESTABLISHED A PROGENY RECORD OF OVER $2,000,000 IN EARNINGS WITH OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE HORSE WHICH INCLUDES MANY NFR QUALIFIERS, FIRST DOWN KELLY 101 RACE ROM WINNINGS IN EXCESS OF $100,000.00. CBHI ELIGIBLE AND NAERIC ENROLLED. www.d5qhorses.com

LOT 22 - FILLY
DAC S FAMES IN SILVER

DATE OF BIRTH: JUNE 1, 2015  COLOR: GREY  REG NO.: 5667254

CONSIGNOR: DAC FARMS/DUNCAN CAMPBELL AND CATHY GERRAND

DASH TA FAME  FIRST DOWN DASH  SUDDEN FAME
A STREAK OF FAME KN  STREAKED SILK  CLEARLY SILK
STREAKED SILK  BILLY MAZE  LADY LUCK BLOSSER
SILVER MAZE  MY SUNDAY MOON  LATE MOON  MY SAD BIRD
LAZER Y YEE COYOTE

LOT 23 - COLT
PISTOL B QUICK

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 20, 2015  COLOR: CHESTNUT  REG NO.: PENDING
CONSIGNOR: K & R STUART

RIBBON PAGE
TWO FOX HOLLY

THREE DUBLOONS
MEMORIES SUNSET

THE INTIMIDATOR
FASHION LAST

GOLDEN ECHO BAR
DOUBLE B QUICK

DESCRIPTION: “TWO PAGE PISTOL” IS THE SIRE OF CFR TIE DOWN ROPE CHAMPION OF THE YEAR AND OF CUTTING CHAMPIONS. THREE DUBLOONS BARREL POINT EARNER. “GOLDEN ECHO BAR” – RENOWN FOR HIS MATERNAL SIRING ABILITIES (OVER 100,000 IN EARNINGS) & THE QUALITY OF MIND & TRAINABILITY THAT HIS GENETICS CONTRIBUTE. THIS IS A BIG BUTT COLT WITH A LOT OF PUSH.

LOT 24 - COLT
JT TUFF ENOUGH

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 25, 2015  COLOR: CHESTNUT  REG NO.: PENDING
CONSIGNOR: DIAMOND K RANCH

THE CW SPECIAL
CRIMSON WAR
TARDYS SODAK BABE

JT SPECIAL SIZZLE
SUPER TRADER BAR
EZ LAUGHING SIZZ

POWDERED IN GOLD
LEMNAS POWDER PLAYBOY
BONITAS GOLD PEP

LANAS PLAYING TOUGH
MAJORS FROSTED SUGAR
MITO MAJOR FORCE
SUGAR TIME ROCKET

DESCRIPTION: IF YOU WANT TO TALK ABOUT A COLT THAT HAS ATHLETIC ABILITY AND THE LOOK TO MAKE ALL OF YOUR FRIENDS JEALOUS, THEN LOOK NO FURTHER. THIS FANCY CHESTNUT COLT WAS MADE TO MOVE AND HAS THE GENETICS TO BACK HIM. HE SHOULD MATURE TO AROUND 15H.
LOT 25 - COLT
MONEYS PERFECTION

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 30, 2015  COLOR: BAY  REG NO.: 5667468
CONSIGNOR: BRIDGEMAN LAND & LIVESTOCK LTD.

ON THE MONEY RED  BENNIE'S BIG RED
DOLLY PRIEST

MRH FANCY MONEY
REGAL FANCY FAVORITE  REGAL RACER JET
MISTY SCOOTER MAX

BOGGIES FLASHY DELL  BOGGIES FLASHY JAC
RANDY LADY SPARKLE

BOGGIES HOT SHOT
MITOS LITTLE WHIM  MITOS PERFECTION
ON A WHIM

WELL BUILT ATHLETIC COLT. WILL MAKE AN ARENA HORSE. MRH FANCY MONEY'S OFFSPRING ARE PROVING THEMSELVES IN THE BARREL PEN AND THE ROPING ARENA. BOGGIES FLASHY DELL HAS SIRED AQHA POINT EARNERS, 1D BARREL HORSES AND ROPE HORSES. THIS WILL BE A VERY VERSATILE PROSPECT. CBHI ELIGIBLE AND NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED.  www.bridgemanhorses.com

LOT 26 - COLT
EYED BE ZOOMIN

CONSIGNOR: K & J BRIDGEMAN (KEVIN & JULIE)

SHAZOOM  TAKIN ON THE CASH
KEEP ON SHINING

SECRET ZOOM
MEXICAN SECRET  JOY O TOOLE
RUNAWAY SECRET

SOLANOS PEPPY SAN  PEPPY SAN BADGER
DEBS SOLANO

FOREVER TWISTIN
TWO EYED TINKY TWO  TWO EYED TWISTER
MISS MIGHTY YAKI

DESCRIPTION: SECRET ZOOM IS A GOOD MINDED ROM RACE EARNER THAT IS A MONEY EARNER IN THE TEAM ROPING EVENTS. THIS COLT HAS A LOT OF POTENTIAL IN THE RODEO ARENA AS A BARREL HORSE, ROPE HORSE...AND HE COULD BE A GREAT RANCH GELDING AS WELL. THIS COLT HAS SOME CHROME AND STYLE.
LOT 27 - COLT
DF TAKEN DASHN DRIFT

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 29, 2015  COLOR: BUCKSIN  REG NO.: 5665585
CONSIGNOR: D5 PERFORMANCE HORSES

FISHER DASH  FIRST DOWN CASH  FISHERS FAVORITE
TAKE N DASH
EFFORTLESS TAKE  SPECIAL EFFORT  DASHER ON THE TAKE
TCR DASHINTOTHMOON  DASHIN IS EASY  CASHINGTHMOON
TCR DASHIN DRIFT
TCR DRIFTING FROST  PC SIR AZURE FROST  PC DRIFTING POLLY

DESCRIPTION: GOOD LOOKIN LEGGY BUCKSKIN COLT. HE WILL DEFINITELY COVER THE GROUND. NO HOLES IN HIS PEDIGREE. HE IS BREED TO RUN AND ATHLETIC ENOUGH TO TURN. TAKE N DASH OFFSPRING ARE KNOWN FOR THEIR GREAT DISPOSITIONS. HE’S NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED TAKE A LOOK AT www.d5qhorses.com

LOT 28 - COLT
PENDING

DATE OF BIRTH: JUNE 2, 2015  COLOR: BAY  REG NO.: PENDING
CONSIGNOR: DAC FARMS DUNCAN CAMPBELL & CATHY GERRAND

FLIT O FLIT  LEO BAR  CHIGA GO GO
MR RED ROCK LEO BAR
MS CRISSY TIME  SUPER HALF TIME  CASTANA REQUEST
SILVER MAZE  BILLY MAZE  LADY LUK BLOSSER
LAZER MAZER
MY SUNDAY MOON  LATE MOON  MY SADBIRD

DESCRIPTION: THE PROOF IS IN THE PUDDING ON BOTH SIDES OF THIS COLTS PEDIGREE. MS CRISSY TIME WAS A MRCA FINALIST AND GO ROUND WINNER NAD CCA RODEO MONEY EARNER. MR RED ROCK LEO BAR WAS A MRCA CHAMPION AND CCA FINALIST MULTIPLE TIMES. DAWN CALLENDAR IS RUNNING TWO OF HIS COLTS AND IS MAKEING A HUGE STATEMENT IN THE RODEO ARENA. THE DAM SIDE GOES BACK TO MY SUNDAY MOON 2X MRCA CHAMPION AND 2XCCA RUNNER UP, DAM OF BIDS OF LAZER AKA WILLIE MRCA FINALIST GO ROUND WINNER AND SBRA CHAMPION. CBHI (ELIG) ELIGIBLE. DON’ T MISS OUT ON THIS GREAT PROSPECT!!! www.dacfarms.net
LOT 29 - FILLY

EYE RUN ON CASH

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 15, 2015
COLOR: CHESTNUT
REG NO.: 5664836
CONSIGNOR: BRIDGEMAN LAND & LIVESTOCK LTD.

MR. EYE OPENER          DASH FOR CASH
BRAYS EYE FULL           BEDAWEE
BRAYS FIRST LADY         FIRST DOWN KELLY
APACHE BLUE BOY          BLUE BOY DOC
RH APACHE BUTTERFLY      APACHE KING MISS
RR SONOITA               SONOITA TEJONA LUCKY
RR QUICK AUGUSTA         RR QUICK AUGUSTA

DESCRIPTION: PRETTY FILLY WITH A GREAT DISPOSITION. LOVES ATTENTION. BRED TO BE AN ARENA HORSE. RUNNING BLOOD ON TOP AND PERFORMANCE BLOODLINES ON THE BOTTOM. APACHE BLUE BOY IS A 6 TIME WORLD CHAMPION HEEL HORSE. ATHLETIC FILLY THAT WANTS TO PLEASE. CBHI ELIGIBLE. NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED. www.bridgemanhorses.com

LOT 30 - FILLY

CASHOOM

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 22, 2014
COLOR: BAY
REG NO.: PENDING APHC
CONSIGNOR: K & J BRIDGEMAN (KEVIN & JULIE)

SHAZOOM AQHA           TAKIN ON THE CASH
SECRET ZOOM AQHA       KEEP ON SHINING
MEXICAN SECRET         JODY O TOOLE
BULLY BULLION AQHA     RUNAWAY SECRET
CASH TRANSACTION        SPECIAL EFFORT
CASH BLUES             MARRY POPPINS
ROLL THE CASH AQHA     SHAVANO’S BLUES

DESCRIPTION: THIS FILLY IS BRED TO RUN. CASH TRANSACTION IS AN OWN DAUGHTER OF NOTED RUNNING SIRE-BULLY BULLION AND OUT OF CASH BLUES WHO HAD A SPEED INDEX OF 105. SECRET ZOOM HAS HIS ROM IN RACING AND IS A MONEY EARNER IN TEAM ROPING EVENTS. THIS IS A SUPER GOOD MINDED STALLION THAT LIKES TO DO HIS JOB.
LOT 31 - COLT
DF BIT OF FROSTFIRE

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 29, 2015  COLOR: BUCKSKIN  REG NO.: 5665583
CONSIGNOR: D5 PERFORMANCE HORSES

SUNFROST  DOCS JACK FROST
PC SIR AZURE FROST  PRISSY CLINE
BUNNY BET  NEW DECADE
CORONA FIRE  DOUBLES FIRST
SEKEENA FIRE  FIRE WATER FLIT
SEKEENA  CHARLENE BOON

DESCRIPTION: TAKE A LOOK. HIS PEDIGREE SCREAMS BARREL HORSE CHAMPIONS. HE’S ATHLETIC, HE’S CORRECT, HIS SIRE PC SIR AZURE FROST HAS PRODUCED WINNING BARREL HORSES ACROSS 4 PROVINCES.CBHI ELIGIBLE. HE’S NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED. TAKE A LOOK AT www.d5qhorses.com

LOT 32 - COLT
MONEYS SPECIAL ONE

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 27, 2015  COLOR: SORREL  REG NO.: 5664666
CONSIGNOR: BRIDGEMAN LAND & LIVESTOCK

ON THE MONEY RED  BENNIES BIG RED
MRH FANCY MONEY  DOLLY PRIEST
REGAL FANCY FAVORITE  REGAL RACER JET
WHOTTA ONE  MISTY SCOOTER MAX
DASH FOR PERKS  DASH FOR CASH PERKS
WHATA SPECIAL CHICK  SPECIAL EFFORT CALL MY CHICK

DESCRIPTION: WOW THIS IS A SPECIAL COLT WITH A SPECIAL PEDIGREE. ON THE MONEY RED IS A MILLION DOLLAR BARREL HORSE SIRE. DASH FOR PERKS IS ALSO A MILLION DOLLAR BARREL HORSE SIRE. BOTH ARE ALL TIME BARREL RACING TOP 15 LEADING SIRES. THIS COLT WILL RUN, HE IS ATHLETIC AND INTELLIGENT. CBHI ELIGIBLE AND NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED. www.bridgemanhorses.com
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With all these services in one great location, there’s no need to go anywhere else!

Our friendly staff are always ready to go beyond your expectations!

Digital and offset printing available!

No job is ever too big or too small!

We’re in business to make business easier for you!

Stop by today and speak with Dave and Leah to see how we can help make your day easier!
Looking for a Competitive Advantage?

Advantage, n. Edge, upper-hand, superiority, success. The very qualities you can expect to find in many NAERIC horses - superior, world-class performers and proven winners.

As a bonus, the NAERIC Advantage™ pays supplemental dollars to successful NAERIC horses at approved North American events. All NAERIC-registered horses are eligible for the NAERIC Advantage™

Visit www.naeric.org for complete information about the NAERIC Advantage™

Ride a NAERIC horse - your competitive Advantage!

The North American Equine Ranching Information Council (NAERIC)
P.O. Box 43968
Louisville, Kentucky 40253
(502) 245-0425